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1 Introduction
The search for manifolds of nonnegative curvature1 is one of the classical problems in Rie-
mannian geometry. While general obstructions are scarce, there are relatively few general
classes of examples and construction methods. Hence, it is unclear how large one should
expect the class of closed manifolds admitting a nonnegatively curved metric to be. For a
survey of known examples, see e.g. [Z].
Apart from taking products, there are only two general methods to construct new non-
negatively curved metrics out of given spaces. One is the use of Riemannian submersions
which non-decrease curvature by O’Neill’s formula. The other is the glueing of two manifolds
(which we call halves) along their common boundary. Typically, the boundary of each half
is assumed to be totally geodesic or, slightly more restrictive, a collar metric. This in turn
implies by the Soul theorem ([CG]) that each half is the total space of a disk bundle over
a totally geodesic closed submanifold. In addition, the glueing map of the two boundaries
must be an isometry.
While many examples can be constructed by such a glueing, its application is still limited.
On the one hand, there is not too much known on the question which disk bundles over a
nonnegatively curved compact manifold admit collar metrics of nonnegative curvature, and
on the other hand, even if such metrics exist, the metric on the boundary is not arbitrary.
Thus, glueing together two such disk bundles to a nonnegatively curved closed manifold is
possible in special situations only.
For instance, if the disk bundle is homogeneous, then there always exist invariant nonneg-
atively curved collar metrics. However, the metric on the boundary of such a collar metric is
restricted due to the existence of certain parallel Killing fields by a result of Perelman ([P]).
In this article, we will give a survey of known examples and describe some recent results
which illustrate the difficulty in finding metrics on disk bundles which are suitable for this
glueing construction.
∗Supported by the Schwerpunktprogramm Differentialgeometrie of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
1Throughout this article, the term “curvature” refers to the sectional curvature.
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2 Normal homogeneous metrics and Cheeger deforma-
tions
Let G be a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let g0 be a biinvariant metric on G,
i.e., a metric for which all left and right translations are isometries. It is well known that
each compact Lie group carries such a metric, and its curvature is given by
secg0(x, y) =
1
4
|[x, y]|2g0 ≥ 0
for each orthonormal pair x, y ∈ TgG = dLgg ∼= g. Let H ⊂ G be a closed subgroup,
and consider the compact homogeneous space M := G/H. Then there is a unique G-
invariant metric on G/H which by abuse of notation we also denote by g0, for which the
canonical projection G→ G/H becomes a Riemannian submersion. This metric on G/H is
called a normal homogeneous metric. Evidently, a normal homogeneous metric always has
nonnegative curvature by O’Neill’s formula.
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, and suppose that G acts isometrically on M . The
action map
G×M −→M
may be regarded as a principal G-bundle with the free action of G on G×M given by
k ? (g, p) := (gk−1, k · p)
for g, k ∈ G and p ∈M . Evidently, this action is isometric w.r.t. the product of a biinvariant
metric on G and the given metric on M .
Definition 2.1 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, and let G be a Lie group with a
biinvariant metric g0 which acts isometrically on M . Then for λ > 0, the metric gλ on M
for which the action map
(G×M,λg0 ⊕ g) −→ (M, gλ)
becomes a Riemannian submersion is called a Cheeger deformation of g.
Since Cheeger deformations are Riemannian submersions and hence curvature non-de-
creasing by O’Neills formula, it follows that gλ has nonnegative curvature whenever g does.
Moreover, gλ may have nonnegative curvature even if g has some negative curvature.
Proposition 2.2 Let g be a G-invariant metric on M and let gλ denote the Cheeger defor-
mation of g for λ > 0. Then
1. limλ→∞ gλ = g.
2. (gλ)µ = g λµ
λ+µ
. That is, the Cheeger deformation of a Cheeger deformation is again a
Cheeger deformation.
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3. If gλ0 has nonnegative curvature for some λ0 > 0, then so does gλ for any λ < λ0.
4. If M = G/H is a homogeneous space with a G-invariant metric g, then limλ→0 1λgλ =
g0, where g0 is the normal homogeneous metric on G/H induced by the biinvariant
metric g0 on G.
Proof. Let p ∈ M , and let N := G · p ⊂ M be the G-orbit through p. We decompose the
tangent space g-orthogonally as
TpM = TpN ⊕ Sp.
We write N = G/H with H := Stab(p) ⊂ G, and choose the orthogonal decomposition of
the Lie algebra g = h ⊕ m, so that m ∼= TpN with the identification x 7→ (x∗)p, where x∗
denotes the action field of x ∈ g. Let ϕ : m→ m be the self-adjoint map for which
g(x∗, y∗)p = g0(ϕ(x), y),
where g0 is the given biinvariant inner product on g. The tangent space of the fiber of the
submersion G ×M → M at (e, p) is given by {(−x, (x∗)p) | x ∈ g}, hence its orthogonal
complement w.r.t. (λg0)⊕ g is
H(e,p) = {(ϕ(x), λ(x∗)p) | x ∈ m} ⊕ Sp.
Therefore, the horizontal lift of (x∗)p is (ϕ(xˆ), λ(xˆ∗)p), where xˆ := (λ + ϕ)−1(x). It follows
that for all λ > 0 we have
gλ|Sp = g|Sp , gλ(Sp, TpN) = 0 and gλ(x∗, y∗) = g0(λϕ(λ+ ϕ)−1(x), y)
for all x, y ∈ m. From this, the first and the fourth assertion on the limits of gλ as λ → ∞
and λ→ 0 follow. The second statement follows since
µ(λϕ(λ+ ϕ)−1)(µ+ (λϕ(λ+ ϕ)−1))−1 =
µλ
µ+ λ
ϕ
(
µλ
µ+ λ
+ ϕ
)−1
,
and the third follows since for λ < λ0 we can write λ =
µλ0
µ+λ0
for µ := λλ0
λ0−λ > 0 and then
apply the preceding statement and the fact that a Cheeger deformation of a nonnegatively
curved metric is again nonnegatively curved.
3 Homogeneous metrics of nonnegative curvature
By virtue of Proposition 2.2, we should consider Cheeger deformations with small parameters
λ > 0 when searching for nonnegatively curved metrics. Moreover, since the G-orbits of M
are homogeneous spaces, the last statement of Proposition 2.2 implies that the metrics on the
orbits approach a biinvariant metric for Cheeger deformations with small λ > 0. Therefore,
it is important to investigate the question which G-invariant metrics on a homogeneous space
close to the normal homogeneous one have nonnegative curvature.
In general, this question is too hard to answer. But we can give a partial answer if G/H
is the total space of a homogeneous fibration.
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Theorem 3.1 ([STa1]) Let H ⊂ K ⊂ G be compact Lie groups with Lie algebras h ⊂ k ⊂ g,
and consider the homogeneous fibration K/H ↪→ G/H → G/K. Moreover, denote the
orthogonal decompositions w.r.t. some biinvariant metric g0 on g as
g = h⊕ p = k⊕ s and k = h⊕m (1)
1. The metric on G/H obtained from the normal homogeneous one by shrinking the fibers
of this fibration is always nonnegatively curved.
2. The metric on G/H obtained from the normal homogeneous one by enlarging the fibers
of this fibration by a factor (1 + ε) is nonnegatively curved for ε > 0 sufficiently small
if and only if there is a constant C > 0 such that for all X, Y ∈ p,
|[Xm, Y m]m| ≤ C · |[X, Y ]|, (2)
where the superscripts refer to the decomposition (1).
In particular, if the fiber K/H is a symmetric space, then [Xm, Y m]m = 0, so that in this
case, the fiber can always be enlarged while maintaining nonnegative curvature. All metrics
on G/H in this theorem are induced by the left invariant metric given by the inner product
gt := tg0|k + g0|s (3)
on g; indeed, shrinking (enlarging, respectively) the fibers corresponds to the case t < 1
(t > 1, respectively).
Proof. For the first statement, we observe that applying the Cheeger deformation to the
action of K on G by right multiplication, we obtain that gλ is the left invariant metric which
on g = TeG is given as
gλ =
λ
1 + λ
g0|k + g0|s,
hence this metric on G is nonnegatively curved, and so is the induced metric on G/H, which
corresponds to scaling the fibers by t := λ/(1 + λ) ∈ (0, 1).
The second part follows from a more careful investigation of the curvature formula for
invariant metrics on homogeneous spaces which we shall not present here. The details may
be found in [STa1].
If H is the trivial group so that G/H = G, then (2) in the above theorem is equivalent
to a simpler criterion. Namely, we have the following
Theorem 3.2 ([S]) The left invariant metric on G induced by (3) has nonnegative curvature
for some t > 1 if and only if the semi-simple part of k is an ideal of g. In this case, this
metric has nonnegative curvature for all t ≤ 4/3.
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4 Collar metrics of nonnegative curvature
LetM be a manifold with boundaryN := ∂M . A Riemannian metric g onM is called a collar
metric, if there is a neighborhood of N which is isometric to ([0, ε)×N, dt2 + gN) for some
ε > 0 and some metric gN on N . Evidently, if M1,M2 are manifolds with ∂M1 = ∂M2 =: N ,
then collar metrics gi on Mi whose restriction to the boundary N are isometric can be glued
together by an isometry to a smooth metric on
M :=M1 ∪N M2.
This simple principle has proven very useful to construct metrics of nonnegative curva-
ture, as the following examples due to J. Cheeger may illustrate.
Theorem 4.1 ([C]) Let Mˆn be a compact rank one symmetric space (CROSS), and let
M := Mˆn\Bε(p) be the complement of a small open ball. Then there is a nonnegatively
curved collar metric on M such that the metric on ∂M = Sn−1 is the round metric.
Corollary 4.2 ([C]) Let Mn1 and M
n
2 be CROSSes of equal dimension. Then both M1#M2
and M1#M2 admit nonnegatively curved metrics.
The corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem, since the glueing in this
case corresponds to taking the connected sum, and changing the orientation on one of the
summands before glueing is possible. In order to prove the theorem, Cheeger used the fact
thatM is always a homogeneous disk bundle over a CROSS of lower dimension and was able
to perform the construction of the metric in a fairly explicit way.
If M is a manifold with boundary N = ∂M which admits a nonnegatively curved collar
metric, then the Soul Theorem ([CG]) implies that there is a totally geodesic submanifold
S ⊂ M , called the soul of M , such that M is the total space of a unit disk bundle D → S,
whence N → S is a sphere bundle.
Given a disk bundle M → S, it is thus a reasonable question to ask if M admits a
nonnegatively curved collar metric and if so, what are the possible restrictions of such a
metric to N = ∂M . If M → S carries such a metric, then evidently it can be extended
to a complete nonnegatively curved metric on the corresponding vector bundle Mˆ → S by
defining the metric to be the product ([r0,∞)×N, dt2+ gN) on Mˆ\M . The converse of this
statement also holds:
Theorem 4.3 ([G]) Let (Mˆ, g) be a complete open manifold of nonnegative curvature, so
that by the soul theorem Mˆ is the total space of a vector bundle Mˆ → S. Then there is a
nonnegatively curved collar metric on the unit disk bundle M ⊂ Mˆ .
As an immediate consequence of this result, we may conclude the following.
Corollary 4.4 Let Mˆk, k = 1, 2 be open manifolds admitting a complete nonnegatively
curved metric, and let Mk ⊂ Mˆk be the corresponding unit disk bundles. Then there is a
nonnegatively curved metric on the (closed) manifold
∂(M1 ×M2).
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Proof. We may write ∂(M1×M2) = (M1× ∂M2)∪∂M1×∂M2 (∂M1×M2). Now consider the
nonnegatively curved collar metrics gk onMk whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 4.3.
Then the products of these metrics induce nonnegatively curved collar metrics on M1×∂M2
and ∂M1 ×M2 whose boundary is isometric to (∂M1 × ∂M2, g1 + g2), so that these metrics
may be glued together.
5 Bundles with normal homogeneous collar
A special class of vector bundles which we wish to consider are homogeneous vector bundles
and disk bundles. These are bundles of the form
Mˆ := G×K V and M := G×K BR(0) ⊂ G×K V, respectively,
where K ⊂ G acts on the Euclidean vector space V by some orthogonal representation
K → O(V ) which is transitive on the unit sphere SV ⊂ V , so that SV = K/H for some
subgroup H ⊂ K.
Note that Mˆ is the quotient of G× V by the free left action of K given by k ? (g, v) :=
(gk−1, k · v). Thus, any K-invariant nonnegatively curved metric on G × V induces a non-
negatively curved metric on Mˆ , and this metric on M ⊂ Mˆ is a collar metric if the metric
on G×BR(0) ⊂ G× V is.
If follows that each homogeneous disk bundle has G-invariant nonnegatively curved collar
metrics: choose on G×BR(0) the direct sum of a nonnegatively curved left invariant, AdK-
invariant metric on G and a nonnegatively curved K-invariant collar metric on BR(0), such
as a “cigar metric”, i.e., a nonnegatively curved O(V )-invariant metric which is a cylinder
outside a compact set. Clearly, such metrics exist. However, the induced metric on the
boundary G/H is in general not normal homogeneous, and this limits the possibilities of
glueing two such bundles.
Definition 5.1 Let M := G×K BR(0) ⊂ G×K V −→ G/K be a homogeneous disk bundle
with K → O(V ) acting transitively on the sphere SV = K/H. A metric on M is called
a normal homogeneous collar metric if a neighborhood of the boundary ∂M ∼= G/H is G-
equivariantly isometric to ([0, ε)×G/H, dt2+ g0), where g0 is a normal homogeneous metric
on G/H.
Let us suppose that the metric on M is a submersion of (G×BR(0), gg+ gV ) where gg is
a left invariant AdK-invariant metric on G and gV is a K-invariant collar metric on BR(0)
whose boundary metric on K/H = SV ⊂ V is induced by a left invariant metric gk on K.
Then the metric on the boundary ∂M ∼= G/H is induced by the Riemannian submersion
(G×K, gg + gk) −→ G −→ G/H. (4)
It is now of interest to see how these metrics on G and BR(0) ⊂ V can be chosen such
that the submersion (4) induces a normal homogeneous metric on G/H and hence a normal
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homogeneous collar metric on M . For the metric on BR(0) ⊂ V , we may use the following
result.
Theorem 5.2 ([STu]) Let K → O(V ) be a representation of a Lie group K on a Euclidean
vector space V which is transitive on the unit sphere SV ⊂ V . Then there is a nonneg-
atively curved collar metric on BR(0) ⊂ V which is NormO(V )K-invariant and is normal
homogeneous on SV = K/H.
Let L → O(V ) be a representation which is transitive on the unit sphere SV ⊂ V , and
extend this to a representation K × L → O(V ), i.e., K maps to the centralizer ZO(V )(L).
Since the normal homomogeneous collar metric on V from the Theorem 5.2 is (K × L)-
invariant, there is an induced nonnegatively curved normal homogeneous collar metric on
(G× L)×K×L V −→ G/K,
which as a bundle can be regarded as G ×K V → G/K, where K acts on V as a subgroup
of ZO(V )(L) ⊂ O(V ). Such a homogeneous bundle is called essentially trivial. Thus, all
essentially trivial homogeneous disk bundles carry a nonnegatively curved collar metric whose
boundary is normal homogeneous w.r.t. the action of G× L.
The following gives an exhaustive description of all essentially trivial bundles which are
not trivial.
Example 5.3 1. Z2-quotients. Let K C K ′ ⊂ G be such that K ′/K ∼= Z2, and let
L→ O(V ) be a representation which is transitive on the unit sphere. Moreover, define
the representation K ′ → K ′/K ∼= {±Id} ⊂ O(V ). Then the essentially trivial bundle
(G× L)×K′×L V ∼= G×K′ V −→ G/K ′,
is the quotient of the trivial bundle G/K × V by Z2 ∼= K ′/K which acts on G/K from
the right and on V as {±Id}.
2. Rank one bundles. If dimV = 1, i.e., V = R, then O(V ) ∼= Z2, hence any ho-
mogeneous bundle of rank one is of the form G ×K′ V → G/K ′ with a surjective
map K ′ → O(V ) ∼= Z2. The kernel of this map is a normal subgroup K C K ′ with
K ′/K ∼= Z2. Thus, this is a special case of the preceding, i.e., we can write any
non-trivial rank one homogeneous bundle in the form
(G× Z2)×K′×Z2 V ∼= G×K′ V → G/K ′,
which is the quotient (G/K × V )/Z2 as above.
3. S1-quotients. Similarly, if V is a complex hermitean vector space and L → U(V )
is transitive on the unit sphere, then we consider subgroups K C K ′ ⊂ G such that
K ′/K = S1. Then the essentially trivial bundle
(G× L)×K′×L V ∼= G×K′ V −→ G/K ′,
is the quotient of the trivial bundle G/K × V by the action of S1 = K ′/K on G/K
from the right and on V by scalar multiplication by S1 ⊂ C.
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4. Sp(1)-quotients. Likewise, let V be a quaternionic hermitean vector space and suppose
that L→ Sp(V ) is surjective and hence transitive on the unit sphere. Again, consider
subgroups K CK ′ ⊂ G such that K ′/K = Sp(1). Then the essentially trivial bundle
(G× L)×K′×L V ∼= G×K′ V −→ G/K ′,
is the quotient of the trivial bundle G/K × V by the action of Sp(1) = K ′/K on G/K
from the right and on V by scalar multiplication by Sp(1) ⊂ H.
Thus, all these bundles admit nonnegatively curved normal homogeneous collar met-
rics. Note that this description of essentially trivial bundles is exhaustive, since by the
classification of transitive actions of a Lie group L on a sphere SV ⊂ V the centralizer
ZO(V )(L) ⊂ O(V ) is either trivial or one of Z2, S1 or Sp(1).
By virtue of Theorem 5.2, we may assume that gk in (4) is a biinvariant metric. If we
choose gg as a biinvariant metric such that gk = (gg)|k, then it follows that the induced metric
on G/H is obtained by shrinking the fiber of the normal homogeneous metric of the fibration
SV = K/H ↪→ G/H → G/K. In particular, this metric on the boundary G/H is not normal
homogeneous.
In order to achieve a normal homogeneous boundary metric on G/H, we have to define
the metric on g = k⊕ s by
gg := (1 + ε)(g0)|k + (g0)|s, (5)
where g0 is a biinvariant metric. When choosing gk := (1 + ε
−1)(g0)|k, then (4) induces the
metric g0 on G and hence a normal homogeneous metric on G/H.
Recall from Theorem 3.2 that the metric gg from (5) has nonnegative curvature for some
ε > 0 if and only if the semi-simple part of k is an ideal of g. In particular, this is satisfied
if dim(V ) ≤ 2 in which case k is at most one-dimensional and hence abelian. Therefore, we
obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.4 ([GZ]) Let M = G ×K V be a homogeneous disk bundle of rank dimV ≤ 2.
Then M admits a nonnegatively curved normal homogeneous collar metric.
However, if dimV ≥ 3 and the bundle M → G/K is not essentially trivial, then the
semi-simple part of k is not an ideal. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, the left invariant metric gg
from (5) has some negative curvature on G. But in order for the submersion metric on
M = G ×K V to be nonnegatively curved, it suffices that gg has nonnegative curvature on
all planes which are contained in p. Some interesting examples where this occurs have been
described in [STa1]. Once again, the proof of this theorem involves a direct calculation of
the curvature formula for homogeneous metrics.
Theorem 5.5 ([STa1]) Let H ⊂ K ⊂ G be compact Lie groups with Lie algebras h ⊂ k ⊂ g,
and consider the decompositions from (1). If there exists C > 0 such that for all X =
Xm +Xs, Y = Y m + Y s ∈ m⊕ s = p we have
|Xm ∧ Y m| ≤ C · |[X, Y ]|, (6)
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then any left invariant metric on G sufficiently close to g0 which is AdH-invariant and is a
constant multiple of g0 on s and h (but arbitrary on m) has nonnegative sectional curvature
on all planes contained in p.
That is, for all Lie groups H ⊂ K ⊂ G satisfying this criterion, the metric gg from (5)
has nonnegative curvature on all planes contained in p for small ε > 0, hence if K/H = SV ,
then the corresponding homogeneous vector bundle G ×K V → G/K has a nonnegatively
curved normal homogeneous collar metric.
As it turns out, condition (6) is almost necessary and sufficient for a homogeneous disk
bundle to admit such a metric. Namely, we have
Theorem 5.6 ([STa2]) Let G×K V → G/K be a homogeneous vector bundle which admits
a nonnegatively curved normal homogeneous collar metric, let H ⊂ K be the subgroup for
which K/H = SV , and decompose the Lie algebras h ⊂ k ⊂ g as in (1).
If m1 ⊂ m is any non-trivial AdH-irreducible subspace such that m contains no other
AdH-irreducible factor equivalent to m1, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all
X = Xm +Xs, Y = Y m + Y s ∈ m1 ⊕ s condition (6) holds.
When K/H is isotropy irreducible, the choice m1 = m yields a converse to Theorem 5.5.
The proof of this theorem uses Perelman’s result on the existence of parallel vector fields on
a totally convex set ([P]). This implies that along a normal geodesic c(t) the metric on the
principal orbit through c(t) is induced by a metric of the form gt = (g0)|s + g˜t|k. Then one
shows that such a metric must have some negative curvature close to the collar unless (6) is
satisfied.
With these two results, one can give an almost complete classification of homogeneous
disk bundles which admit nonnegatively curved normal homogeneous collar metrics.
Theorem 5.7 ([STa2]) Let M := G ×K V → G/K be a cohomogeneity one homogeneous
vector bundle which is essentially non-trivial. If M admits a G-invariant normal homo-
geneous collar metric of nonnegative curvature, then the rank of this bundle must be in
{2, 3, 4, 6, 8}.
By Theorem 5.4, all rank two bundles admit a G-invariant normal homogeneous col-
lar metric of nonnegative curvature. In the higher rank case, the situation is much more
restricted. For rank eight, we have the following complete classification.
Theorem 5.8 ([STa2]) Let M := G ×K V → G/K be a G-irreducible cohomogeneity one
homogeneous vector bundle which is essentially non-trivial and such that dimR V = 8. Then
M admits a G-invariant normal homogeneous collar metric of nonnegative curvature if and
only if M is finitely G-equivariantly covered by one of the following:
1. Spin(p+9)×Spin(8)R8 for p ∈ {0, 1, 2}, where Spin(8) acts on R8 by a spin representa-
tion, and Spin(8) ⊂ Spin(p+9) is the lift of the standard inclusion SO(8) ⊂ SO(p+9).
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2. Spin(p+8)×Spin(7)R8 for p ∈ {0, 1}, where Spin(7) acts on R8 by the spin representa-
tion, and Spin(7) ⊂ Spin(p+8) is the lift of the standard inclusion SO(7) ⊂ SO(p+8).
3. Spin(7)×Spin(6) C4, with the standard representation of Spin(6) ∼= SU(4) on C4.
4. A quotient of one of the preceding examples:
(a) (Spin(p+9) ·G′)×Spin(8)·H′ R8 for p ∈ {1, 2} and an arbitrary compact Lie group
G′ and H ′ ⊂ Spin(p+ 1) ·G′ with H ′ 6⊂ G′, which acts trivially on R8.
(b) (Spin(9) · G′) ×Spin(7)·H′ R8 for an arbitrary compact Lie group G′ and H ′ ⊂
Spin(2) ·G′ = S1 ·G′ with H ′ 6⊂ G′, which acts trivially on R8.
(c) (Spin(7) · G′) ×Spin(6)·S1·H′ C4 for an arbitrary compact Lie group G′ ⊃ S1 · H ′,
where S1 ⊂ G′ acts on C4 by multiples of the identity, and H ′ ⊂ G′ acts trivially.
Here, for Lie groups L1, L2, we denote by L1·L2 the quotient of L1×L2 by a finite subgroup
of the center. The term G-irreducible means that M is not G-equivariantly finitely covered
by a bundle of the form (G1/H1)×M ′ with dim(G1/H1) > 0 and M ′ a cohomogeneity one
homogeneous vector bundle. This hypothesis is natural because, for G-reducible bundles,
our problem easily reduces to deciding whether M ′ admits such a metric.
For rank 6 bundles, we obtain the following
Theorem 5.9 ([STa2]) Let M := G ×K V → G/K be a G-irreducible cohomogeneity one
homogeneous vector bundle which is essentially non-trivial and such that dimR V = 6. Then
M admits a G-invariant normal homogeneous collar metric of nonnegative curvature if and
only if M is finitely G-equivariantly covered by one of the following:
1. SU(5)×SU(4) R6, with the irreducible action of SU(4) ∼= Spin(6) on R6.
2. (SU(5) ·G′)×SU(4)·H′ R6 for an arbitrary compact Lie group G′ and H ′ ⊂ S1 ·G′ with
S1 ⊂ SU(5) being the centralizer of SU(4), and H ′ 6⊂ G′ acts trivially on R6.
To describe our results for rank three and four bundles, we require some notation for
subgroups of the exceptional Lie group G2. Let SO(4) ⊂ G2 and SU(3) ⊂ G2 be the isotropy
groups of the symmetric space G2/SO(4) and the sphere S
6 = G2/SU(3), respectively. After
conjugating these groups appropriately, their intersection can be made isomorphic to U(2),
and we let SU(2)1 ⊂ SO(4) ∩ SU(3) ⊂ G2 be the simple part of this intersection. Note
that SU(2)1 ⊂ SO(4) is normal, and we denote its centralizer in G2 by SU(2)3 ⊂ SO(4) ⊂
G2. (The subscripts of the SU(2)-subgroups of SO(4) denote their maximal weight for
the isotropy representation of G2/SO(4).) Using this notation, we can make the following
statement about the rank three case.
Theorem 5.10 ([STa2]) Let M := G×K V be a G-irreducible cohomogeneity one homoge-
neous vector bundle which is essentially non-trivial such that dimR V = 3. If M admits a
nonnegatively curved G-invariant normal homogeneous collar metric, then M must be finitely
G-equivariantly covered by one of the following.
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1. M1 = G2 ×SO(4) su(2)3 , where SO(4) acts on su(2)3 C so(4) by the adjoint represen-
tation.
2. M2 = (Sp(p + 1) · G′) ×Sp(1)·H′ sp(1) with H ′ ⊂ Sp(p) · G′, where Sp(1) · H ′ acts on
sp(1)C sp(1)⊕ h′ by the adjoint representation.
Further, M1 admits such a metric, as does M2 with G
′ = 1 and H ′ = Sp(p).
Finally, in the rank four case, we have the following examples, which are all related to
those in Theorem 5.10.
Theorem 5.11 ([STa2]) The following cohomogeneity one homogeneous vector bundles (orb-
ifold bundles, respectively) of rank four admit G-invariant normal homogeneous collar metrics
of nonnegative curvature:
1. G2 ×SO(4) (H/± 1), where SU(2)1 ⊂ SO(4) acts trivially and SU(2)3 ⊂ SO(4) by left
multiplication on H/± 1. Note that this is an orbifold bundle only.
2. (G2 × G′) ×SO(4)×SU(2)′ (H/ ± 1), where SU(2)1 ⊂ SO(4) acts trivially and SU(2)3 ⊂
SO(4) by left multiplication, whereas SU(2)′ ⊂ G′ acts by right multiplication on H/±1
with G′ arbitrary. Note that these are orbifold bundles only.
3. Sp(p + 1)×Sp(1)×Sp(p) H where Sp(p) acts trivially and Sp(1) by left multiplication on
H.
4. (Sp(p+ 1)×G′)×Sp(1)×Sp(p)×Sp(1)′ H where Sp(p) acts trivially and Sp(1) by left mul-
tiplication, whereas Sp(1)′ ⊂ G′ acts by right multiplication on H with G′ arbitrary.
6 Cohomogeneity one manifolds
A cohomogeneity one manifold is a manifold M with an action of a compact Lie group G
such that dim(M/G) = 1. For a cohomogeneity one manifold, there are four possibilities for
the quotient space.
1. M/G ∼= R. In this case,M is equivariantly diffeomorphic to R×G/H for some subgroup
H ⊂ G. In particular, M admits a G-invariant metric of nonnegative curvature.
2. M/G ∼= [0,∞). In this case,M has one non-principal orbit and is a homogeneous vector
bundle as described in the preceding section. In particular, M admits a G-invariant
metric of nonnegative curvature.
3. M/G ∼= S1. Then M is finitely covered by S1 × G/H for some subgroup H ⊂ G.
Again, M admits a G-invariant metric of nonnegative curvature.
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4. M/G ∼= [−1, 1]. In this case, M has two non-principal orbits and can be written as
M = D− ∪G/H D+, where D± = G×K± V±
are homogeneous disk bundles with common boundary G/H. That is, H ⊂ K± and
K±/H is the unit sphere SV± ⊂ V±.
It is the last of these classes which we are interested in, as it is obtained by glueing two
homogeneous disk bundles together along their common boundary which is a principal orbit.
Conversely, given Lie groups H ⊂ {K+, K−} ⊂ G such that K±/H is a sphere, then there
is a unique cohomogeneity one manifold which is determined by these groups. Thus, these
groups can be used to identify the manifold.
As it turns out, not all cohomogeneity one manifolds with two singular orbits admit
invariant metrics of nonnegative curvature ([GVWZ]). However, we have the following result.
Theorem 6.1 ([STu]) Let M be a closed cohomogeneity one manifold. Then M admits G-
invariant metrics of almost nonnegative curvature, i.e., there is a sequence of G-invariant
metrics gn on M such that diam(M, gn)
2sec(M, gn) > −1/n.
This is proven once again using Cheeger deformations: Let gM be any G-invariant metric
on M , and let g0 be a biinvariant metric on G. Then the metric gλ on M induced by the
submersion (G×M,λg0 + gM)→ (M, gλ) has uniformly bounded diameter for small λ > 0,
and one verifies that the lower curvature bound of gλ tends to 0 as λ→ 0.
From the results in the preceding section, we see that we obtain a nonnegatively curved
metric on a cohomogeneity one manifold with two singular orbits if the corresponding two
disk bundles admits nonnegatively curved normal homogeneous collar metrics. Thus, Theo-
rem 5.4 immediately implies
Theorem 6.2 ([GZ]) Let M be a cohomogeneity one manifold with two non-principal orbits
of codimension at most 2. Then M admits a G-invariant metric of nonnegative curvature.
This result yields some spectacular examples of manifolds which admit nonnegatively
curved metrics, such as all four (unoriented) diffeomorphism types of RP5 and ten out of the
fourteen (unoriented) exotic spheres of dimension 7.
Unfortunately, the remaining homogeneous disk bundles admitting nonnegatively curved
normal homogeneous collar metrics do not yield new examples of nonnegatively curved coho-
mogeneity one manifolds, since glueing two of them either is the restriction of a homogeneous
action on M , or there is a Riemannian submersion Mˆ → M , where Mˆ is known to have a
nonnegatively curved metric.
For instance, glueing together two disk bundles of the second type of Theorem 5.8 with
p = 0, after applying outer automorphisms of Spin(8), we conclude that the primitive coho-
mogeneity one manifold given by the group diagram G2 ⊂ {Spin+(7), Spin−(7)} ⊂ Spin(8)
admits a metric of nonnegative curvature with a totally geodesic normal homogeneous prin-
cipal orbit. However, this manifold is diffeomorphic to the sphere S15 ([GWZ]).
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